Festive Drinks
GOLD

£17.50 PER BOTTLE

WAIPARA HILLS SAUVIGNON BLANC

NEW ZEALAND
An excellent example of New Zealand
Sauvignon Blanc - flavours of papaya and
passion fruit, along with a hint of nettles.

S I LV E R

SIERRA DE LOS SUEÑOS MALBEC

FRANCE
Fashionably pale and Provençal in style if
not name! Delicate and bright with layers of
fresh strawberries, raspberries and a hint of
white peach.

ARGENTINA
This Malbec is a reflection of all that is good
about winemaking in the spectacular region of
Mendoza: deep ruby red, full of blackberries
and cherries, along with hints of cinnamon
spice and tobacco.

HARDY’S FOODIE ROSÉ

HARDY’S FOODIE SHIRAZ

£15 PER BOTTLE

HARDY’S FOODIE CHARDONNAY

AUSTRALIA
Medium-bodied, luscious and smooth drinking
white wine - a great example of premium
Aussie Chardonnay

BRONZE

PROPHECY ROSÉ

AUSTRALIA
Light bodied and fresh drinking rosé, packed
with berry flavours

AUSTRALIA
Full-bodied, velvety and juicy Shiraz with fresh
notes of plum, redcurrant and spice. Delicious
with red meat of any kind.

£12.50 PER BOTTLE

L’EVENTO PINOT GRIGIO

ITALY
Dry, crisp and refreshing with aromas of apple,
lemon and nectarine

L’EVENTO PINOT GRIGIO BLUSH

ITALY
A crisp and fresh rosé made using Pinot Grigio
grapes from North-East Italy: the colour
comes from the natural pink hue on the skins
of the grapes

L’EVENTO MONTEPULCIANO

ITALY
From Abruzzo in East Central Italy, where the
climate encourages flavours of black plums
and cherries.

ADD SOME EXTRA FIZZ
L’EVENTO PROSECCO DOC, £17

ITALY
Prosecco is the aperitif of choice in the Veneto
area, of which Venice is the capital: it’s sipped
in every back-street bacaro and bar across
town. With lively aromas of lemon, pear and
apple, it’s delicious drunk on it’s own, or as
part of a Bellini or Spritz.

L’EVENTO ROSÉ SPUMANTE, £20

ITALY
This fresh, fruity sparkling Rosé from North
East Italy has aromas of strawberries,
raspberries and red cherries, with floral notes
on the finish.

WHITE WINE
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ROSÉ WINE

LANSON BLACK LABEL CHAMPAGNE, £35

FRANCE
A brilliant straw colour, with hints of amber,
Lanson has a fine stream of persistent
bubbles. The nose is vibrant with hints of toast
and flowers leading onto a palate of citrus and
ripe fruits.

RED WINE
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